Fast Beam is a smart bridge repair system.

1. Quickest pre-planning of scaffolding for a bridge repair project
2. Shortest assembly & disassembly
3. Cheapest
4. Possible to repair bridges all year round
5. More completed projects in given time
6. Most ergonomic
7. Safest
8. Cleanest
9. Most ecological
10. Least traffic disturbances
Fast Beam is adjustable and modular scaffolding system that replaces all other scaffoldings currently used in concrete bridge repair. Fast Beam is especially suitable for edge beam reparation but when used as a complete method, it transforms any manual repair project into almost an industrial process. Fast Beam brings high tech into low tech. Expensive special skills or tailor made scaffolding solutions are no longer needed.

A weather/dirt cover, a hydro demolition line as well as a formwork will soon be available as add-ons to the basic Fast Beam system.

A leading Finnish infrastructure company MPV Infrarakenne Oy started to use Fast Beam in its bridge repair projects for some years ago. MPV currently gains market share in Finland, and grows in a profitable way.

"With Fast Beam we manage to complete more bridge repair projects per season at a good margin. The Fast Beam weather shield prolongs the repair season to all year round", says CEO Pasi Pelkonen, the founder of MPV.

You are warmly welcome to Fast Beam’s showroom in Klaukkala, Southern Finland and visit our web site www.fast-beam.com
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